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IIIC Examines Racial Outlooks
By Carey LaPorte
Photo by Peter Lebovitz
Michele Toomey, assistant professor of psychology, said she feels that the
Interracial Interaction Improvement Committee should work to broaden
students' freedom to choose friends of different races.
The Interracial Interaction Improvement
Committee (IIIC) is presently revising
policies on race relations on campus. The
IIIC was founded last year as an outgrowth
of an independent study on Social
Psychology and Social Issues by Aletha
Strong,.( '73) under the guidance of Assistant
Professor Michele Toomey of the
Psychology Department.
The overall purpose of the IIIC is to in-
tensively study interracial communication
and to alleviate the "pressures keeping
blacks and whites from interacting," ac-
cording to Strong. .
In a report drawn up by the IIIC last
August, Strong described her project as that
of -ascertaining "the problems responsible
for the lack of interracial interaction "which
the Trinity community perceives.
Strong, a psychology major and a black
student, said she had worked during the 1972
Christmas term to develop possible
programs to "alleviate these perceived
problems."
Strong saia she had sent a copy of her
suggestions to actively involved students,
faculty, and administration officials, and
asked them to help her form a committee to
deal with interracial interaction.
Strong and others then set up committee
meetings, according to Toomey, but this
year only a "nucleus" of about 14 people
remains active in IIIC.
Toomey said that besides investigating
problems between blacks and whites, the
IIIC also hopes to discuss "any climate or
situation that detracts from one's op-
portunity to grow and develop."
"I'm interested in working to change
anything we define as impinging on one's
freedom to choose," she added.
"President Lockwood and the ad-
ministration are very receptive to the ideas
behind the IIIC," said Toomey. She called it
a "non-static committee," and said IIIC
members find it "easy to move toward a
goal" and to recommend policies to the
administration.
Last August, the IIIC stated four main
areas where changes could be made
regarding the college community:
1. The institution of a bi-racial
educational mode at Trinity;
2. the introduction of courses relating to
the black experience in Africa, America,
and the appointment of Black faculty;
3. the relationships between and at-
titudes of black and white students
towards one another;
4. the reception of the institution of and
College support for the Black Cultural
Center.
The IIIC report suggested "that black and
white students would have an opportunity to
learn about the black experience in the
United States."
It also stressed the abolishment of such
"falseassumptions" as "black students who
came from sub-standard urban/rural
secondary schools would not be able to meet
degree requirements," that the admission of
blacks would lead to "devalued degrees."
Another false assumption the IIIC wished
to challenge was that "enrolled blacks
would be 'whitened' " and would lose their
"commitment to black interests" by taking
on " 'token black' roles in the white
system."
The report also asserted that "educating
black students is like educating other
students" and that "the black faculty was
not appointed to teach blacks, but all
students."
The IIIC stipulated that if whites were less
ignorant of blacks and tried not to treat
them as "aliens", none of the students
"would feel strained" by interracial
association.
According to Toomey, "If we are viewed
negatively because of sex or race it has a
negative effect on our personalities."
"Within the black and the white com-
munity there seems to be wide agreement
that black people have derived little benefit
from their presence in the United States,"
claimed Vice-president Smith in an article
appearing in the Dec. 12, 1972 issue of the
TRIPOD.
Smith continued, "There is a strong
consensus that it is immoral, inhumane, and
socially destructive for one substantial
minority in the population to be denied
access to the wide range of opportunities for
justice, for material gain, for security, for
political responsibility and authority, for
education, and for cultural and personal
expression on equal terms with the white
majority."
Smith continued, "We can no more expect
that black students will be satisfied to use
the institution without changing it than we
can expect white students will."
"Blacks are the more willing of the two
groups to participate in attempts to
ameliorate race relations," Smith observed,
in light of the fact that many more blacks
than whites were attending IIIC meetings.
He said he believed whites have tended to
"overlook the significance of the flow of
black students to the campus, and of their
presence on it in something approaching a
substantial number."
Department Projects New Image
B^JLjndsay Mann
Ranbir Vohra
"All signs of past friction of the political
science department have disappeared
totally," said Ranbir Vohra, chairman of
the department. He said he finds the
department atmosphere "congenial and
friendly."
A recent departmental evaluation of one
course per teacher reflects the depart-
ment's improved quality of teaching, and
the lack of conflict, Vohra said.
In the evaluation a range of 57 per cent to
93 per cent of the 144 students polled said
they found the course "stimulating" or
"very stimulating," according to Vohra.
A range of 84 per cent to 100 per cent said
the instructor is "good" or "very good,"
indicated Vohra,
Vohra said a range of 60 per cent to 86 per
cent said the course "increased (their)
interest in the discipline."
"My reaction to this evaluation is that the
instructors are liked by the students," said
Vohra. Vohra said it is obvious that many
students are not political science majors.
Some of them indicated they were un-
decided whether or not the course increased
their interest in the discipline, Vohra said. A
fraction also said their interest in the
discipline was not increased, he added.
"It is true some of the faculty members
may have to do some rethinking about their
course structure," said Vohra. Each
department member has gone through his
individual evaluations, indicated Vohra.
Other professors in the department and
political science majors agreed that the
morale of the department was "high."
Clyde McKee, associate professor of
political science, said, "I see no direct
evidence of low moral eassociated with the
political science department." McKee said
he would favor contacting recent graduates
from the department in order to see "how
well the department prepared them."
"I think we are in good shape," said Gary
Jacobson, assistant professor of political
science. There is a lack of friction in the
department and good morale, he said.
The department has a lot of strong points,
said Cathy Green, '74. "The contact I've had
with the department has not indicated any
bad morale," said Jim Gomes, '75.
However, David Litman, '74, said he is
"kind of disappointed in the department."
"At the moment, I see it as disorganized and
dissatisfying; the whole program is vague,"
he stressed.
The department has been hurt by its
reputation, Litman said. It needs a good
public relations job, he added, He urged
students to take more than one course and
decide for themselves whether they like the
department or not. "Don't listen to people's
comments on its reputation," he stressed.
litman said he thinks the department is
under much stronger direction and much
stronger control with Dr. Vohra as chair-
man. McKee indicated that he is impressed
by the way Dr. Vohra has taken charge.
Vohra said the department plans to
evaluate itself regularly each spring.
Students Give College
Scholarship Funds
Trinity College has received a gift from its
students: more than $47,000 in cash.
The fund, to be called the "Trinity College
Student Body Scholarship Fund," will grow
to over $60,000 by 1975, and is expected to
total $100,000 by July 1, 1979.
The initial endowment of $47,000 was
contributed by students over the past five
years through the Student Activities Fee.
-Since 1968, when the student body first voted
to start the fund, $15,000 a year has been
taken from the money collected through the
Student Activities fees and given over to the
scholarship fund.
The Student Actiyities Fee, collected by
the College at the direction of the Student
Executive Committee, is mainly used to
fund extracurricular organizations and
activities. The fee this year is $67 per
student, and the total Student Activities
Budget is $108,000.
. Of the scholarship money contributed thus
far, more than $36,000 remained unspent
when the students,1 in a referendum last
spring, voted to continue making the $15,000
contributions for two more" years. As a
result of that referendum, $11,000 will be
added to the endowment base each year,
and $4,000 used for* a current scholarship.
At the end of the 1974-75 academic year,
the fund will total more than $60,000, and
students will again vote whether to continue.
Another vote will be taken at the end of the
1976-77 academic year.
If the contributions continue at this rate
until 1979, the endowment fund would total
more than $100,000. After that point, con-
tributions from the Student Activities Fee
will be discontinued and the scholarships
paid for through the interest on the en-
dowment.
The money was formally accepted by the
College on November 19. President
Theodore D. Lockwood said the endowment
"is a most suitable gift for students to-make
to their College. Actually, it is a gift to their
classmates, at a time when many are fin-
ding it harder and harder to meet the high
cost of a college education,
"By making this financial aid possible,
our students are helping the College in its
effort to admit students from a variety of
backgrounds, an effort which we believe
contributes to the education of all," Lock-
wood continued. "I am very proud of this
generous and unusual gift, because I know
of no other college students who have raised
so much for this purpose."




According to John Brewer, associate
professor and chairman of Trinity's
sociology department, many students
haven't realized his department's value and
are not making full use of its facilities.
Brewer said the reason for this is probably
that the sociology department is relatively
new.
Brewer explained that sociology ties in
with many other fields and generally "offers
a disciplined way of looking at the way
society works."
Sociology is a good major for many ser-
vice occupations, Brewer said, citing law,
business, architecture, and urban planning
as examples.
This year there are approximately 20
students majoring in sociology.
Becki Adams '74, a sociology major and
lab assistant, said that "perhaps die best
thing about the sociology department is its
program of involving students in research
and in providing assistants to help them."
"One of the best ways to learn about,
sociology is to get involved in research,"
maintained Brewer. Thus, starting with
"Introduction to Sociology," students are
encourated to make use of the extensive
facilities of the sociology lab, he said.
Brewer explained that these facilities
include a card sorter for tabulating data, a
large number of past surveys and data for
use in projects, and a terminal linked to a
computer at Dartmouth.
In order to aid interested students in their
ft--
John Brewer
research, he continued, the department
maintains five paid students assistants, who
are responsible for familiarizing other
students with the sociology lab.
Probably the best known of the sociology
department's projects is the freshman at-
titude survey which is conducted each year,
said Brewer. Adams said, the survey will
hopefully reveal attitude trends and
changes among Trinity students.





Mary Nelson, '77, recruiter for the
bloodmobile December 3, said she was
disappointed at the" small turnout. She
said her original goal was 500 pints, but
she would have been "happy" with 250.
"The first week of December, with
papers due and exams coming, is not the
time to ask people to give up an hour and
a half and a pint of blood." said Nelson. A
few people did find good excuses and
apologize for not donating," she added.
"Many students," she said, "are un-
willing to donate for purely selfish
reasons, while others are afraid."
If she had done a better job organizing
the student recruiters and put more
effort into recruiting Trinity employees,
Nelson said she felt the goal would have
been reached.
Although she said she was disappointed
at the poor turn out, she was pleased at
the number of first time donors.
Julia Horowitz, '77, a first time donor
convinced a friend to donate when she
said, "I was really apprehensive at first
about donating, but after I got up there
and saw how happy and nice everyone
Photo by Phil Bieluch
was, I had no trouble. Plus, they made
me feel like I had done something really
important. I wasn't even upset when I
nearly fainted."
Not everyone who came was a first
time donor. A neighborhood man, who
had heard about the blood mobile on the
radio, came in to donate his fifty-second
pint. Retired from a local factory, he
gave every time the bloodmobile came,
he said.
A number of students, some who were
unable to donate, volunteered their
services, said Nelson. Louise King, Red
Cross chairman of volunteers on this
bloodmobile, complimented the student
volunteers on doing an exceptional jo.b.
Nelson said many students were
willing to donate, but were rejected for
various reasons. "Taking unacceptable
medicine was the major reason, and
having colds and being underweight
came close second and third respec-
tively," added Nelson.
All things considered, the blood mobile
was a success because it caused some
people to become concerned, stressed
Nelson. One freshman girl said, "I hope a
baby gets my blood." While Algis
Rejecaks, '74, said, "This is so much fun
I've been through four times already
today."
Enjoy!
The old and new editorial boards wish the
entire College community a very enjoyable
vacation!
Students, enjoy the lack of. any type of
academic responsibility! Professors, enjoy
reading the students' last academic efforts!
Administrators, try to keep this school
together until we return!
Due to academic and other circumstances
beyond our control, the staff disappeared
and this issue faded into...good bye!







I cannot "consider" Greg Potter's
suggestion as serious. The concern, the
motivation behind the letter I can; and thus
I would offer a proposal of my own which
will, I hope, temper my remarks.
According to Greg, the editors of. the
Review are elitest: effete regulators of
incipient literary talent. Everyone has
made these charges. I did, most of the
Review staff at one time did. Before we
understood the complexities of editing we-
were down on the editors clique. I was
oppressed.
I think that in comparison to years past
this Review staff had less of an inbred strain
to it, less self-congratulation; which does
not mean that the Review does not reflect
staff contribution. It does. I can speak for
myself though in saying that I did not accept
any submission because I was cowed by
mutuality. I have definite objections to at
least two pieces in the issue. Other editor.,
have other objections on other pieces: the
editors are not one mind.
Greg proposes that we run the magazine
like the NHL: expansion to four teams will
insure rivalry, class spirit, and all the other
vicious ideals that seem to be reappearing..
Cheerleaders do you suppose? The result is,
of course, exposure, recognition, but not
better writing; only a watering down of
talent. The hockey owners are in big trouble
because they can't fill all those arenas.
But my proposal. Certainly the greatest
problem with editing the Review is the
delicate balance of fiction and poetry. There
were at least two stories that could not go in
this issue because of length: ratio of story to
issue. You can't have one poem, twenty-nine
pages fiction. My proposal then, contingent
on funding of course (doubtful), is two
magazines: one fiction, one
poetry—allowing a spectrum of talent and
quality work. Besides, fiction against poetry
promises untold possibilities. If it's a rivalry
you want . . . ,
Richard Woodward
more letters on pg. 7
Police Arrest Slayer
A Hartford policeman Friday night shot
and wounded a 23-year-old man who is
wanted in connection with the slaying of a
Zion Street Package store owner a week ago
last Saturday night, according to the Hart-
ford Courant. A second suspect was arrested
in Burlington, Vt., also on Friday.
Dominick Vincenzo of 1661 Broad St. and
John Colangelo of 395 Zion Street were
sought in connection with the fatal shooting
of Abraham Foxman of 17 Osage Road, West
Hartford, the owner of White's Package
Store. White's Package Store is between
Summit Hill Bar and the College View
Tavern on Zion Street.
Foxman had been held up at least four
times since 1958 and had told a friend that
"he knew he was going to die in the store,"
according to the Courant. He was reportedly
holding a blank gun on the suspects when he
was shot.
<~ln the Public Interest—
Toy Safety
By Peter Basch
Chairperson, Board of Directors
Connecticut Public Interest Research Group
Every year at this time a very in-
teresting ritual occurs; millions of
Americans spend hundreds of millions of
dollars on Christmas presents, many of
these presents being toys. Perhaps
there's something wrong with about one
out of every thousand of these toys. Then
the articles begin to appear in the
newspapers: "Baby Chokes to Death on
Broken Rattle," "Child Wounded by
Sharp Object in Doll," etc. People get
aroused, promise to do something about
it, and sure enough by next Christmas
nothing has changed.
Hopefully this will be the last year for
such needless accidents. The Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group (Conn-
PIRG), in conjunction with the Con-
necticut Citizen Action Group (CCAG), is
conducting a toy safety project in the
major urban areas of the state, Basically
what the project involves is: 1)
distributing copies of the official list of
federally banned toys(printed in the
Federal Register, October 1973) to every
toy retailer in the target areas, 2) asking
each of these retailers if they would take
the list and make sure that their shelves
carry no banned toys (this would involve
removing any banned toys), 3) have each
retailer that does this sign a statement to
that effect, 4)have these stores
publicized as carrying only "safe" toys,
and 5) have ConnPIRG and CCAG do spot
checks to make sure that these stores
carry no banned toys.
This program is called "Voluntary
Compliance." While it may, at first
glance, seem incredibly naive to trust
retailers to do this (the Commissioner of
the Department of Consumer Protection
of the State of Connecticut refused to join
in on this project, and labeled it as
sensationalistic and unworkable), it is
only through this type of effort that a
permanent change can be effected. Last
year CCAG undertook the toy safety
project by themselves (i.e., without the
cooperation of the stores). It took them a
tremendous amount of time and labor,
caused a good deal of bad feelings, ana
most importantly (and unfortunately),
let the retailers believe that it was
somebody else's business to make sure
they were selling safe merchandise.
Consumerism does not mean that
small poorly funded groups should
assume the responsibility for product
safety and control. On the contrary, the
function of a PIRG or similar group is to
undertake studies to point out problems
in society, and not to become a
regulatory agency. It is hoped that this
year's toy safety project will return the
responsibility to where it belongs, to the
retailer, and ultimately to the
manufacturer. If retailers refused-to
stock dangerous toys, manufacturers
would have no choice but to stop
producing them. , . . ,,,J
Whether you are six or sixty, this should
concern you. It doesn't matter if it's you
that plays with toys, your little brother or
sister, your child, or a total stranger, ine
harm and the shame is on all of us. If you
have the time, and would like to help
ConnPIRG in this effort, please contact
Steve Kayman by campus mail at BOX
1188. And remember, toy safety is
everyone's concern.
Play Review
"Iguana" is Creative and Dynamic
By Tom McDonald
In discussing the theater, Tennessee
Williams once wrote: "Theaters have a
social function and it is to be a kind of
irritant in the shell of the community. Not to
conform but to let their hair grow long and
even greasy, to make wild gestures, break
glasses, fight, and shout. When you see them
acting like this,, then you will know that
something is going to happen, something
brave and honest." The recent Theater Arts
production of The Night of the Iguana was
certainly in keeping with the sentiments of
Mr. Williams. For director Len Cowan and
his troop, the play was not simply the thing:
rather, the play served as a vehicle through
whch thespian, technical, and directorial
talents were fused in an act of creative
dynamism.
The Nigh"t of the Iguana, like all of
Williams' plays, concerns a small group of
people who have been thrown together in an
out-of-the-way place. It is the story of
human beings crawling through a dunghill
in search of bits of undigested meaning. It is
shot through with loneliness and depravity
and courage, the central conflict of Iguana
is that which exists between the fantastic
and the realistic: sparks fly when the glass
menagerie of the fancy makes contact with
the hard flint of reality. And these sparks
motivate each of the main characters,
It was evident that Len Cowan seized upon
this fantasy-reality conflict as the core of
the drama. The tension resulting therefrom
provided the energy by which the play
moved forward. My quarrel with this ap-
proach is that it tended, at times, to
sacrifice the poetic quality of Williams'
dialogue in order to emphasize mood and
effect. In its original form, the play consists
of three acts. These acts, I feel, serve a
definite purpose: they stand as a super-
structure through which Williams is able to
depict conflict, development, and
resolution; they allow the action to work
itself out through the language of the
characters. Mr. Cowan, by compacting
activity into two acts, attempted to stress
confict and resolution (or anti-resolution),
thus forcing developingment to be a hit too
implicit. In this way, contrasts came across
superbly while interactions suffered. The
first act was at times too manically paced;
the second a touch too self-consciously
restrained. However, on the whole, Mr.
Cowan's direction was quite commendable.
The spirit and vigor with which he infused
Viola Recital
By Melissa Maier
To those whom circumstances have
inured to public performance, it is well
known that its chief constituent lies not in
talent, or execution, but in stage presence. It
was seemingly upon this precept that Lisa
Donneson built her senior vila recital a week
ago Sunday. The charm of her smile, the
sparkle df her eyes, even the measure of her
gait filled Garmany Hall with a personality
whose gentle force effectively tempered any
faults of her playing.
Several problems of execution indigenous
to playing a stringed instrument presented
themselves, in varying degrees—intonation
of double stops and harmonics, loss of tone
quality and intonation in the higher
registers, lack of bow control in fast
passages. Nowhere were these short-
comings as palpably in evidence as in the
Mussorgsky Hopak, a showpiece featuring
all of the above-mentioned (and more)
pyrotechnic feats in quick succession. But
when the tempo was slower, and when the
music permitted fewer quick shifts to the
third and fifth positions, Ms. Donneson was
at leisure to bring out the expressively
warm qualities of her instrument. It was in
these passages that she was at her glowing
best; in the Purcell Aria, the Debussy Beau
Soir, The Wind and the Rain, by con-
temporary David Amram, and in the Brah-
ms Geistliche Wiegenlied, in which she was
joined by soprano Lianne Johnson.
The major offering on the program was
Handel's Concerto in b minor. Once again,
in the Allegro movements, there was
sometimes a slight rasping quality wfyen the
attack was too vigorous. But the slow
movement was warmly intense, with well-
controlled vibrato and rubato and nuance
and other good things that make music at
Trinity occasionally worth listening to, The
difficult piano part was played by part-time
faculty member Peter Armstrong, who
shared the evening's accompanying duties
with senior Betsy Parker. This, the first of a
group of recitals by senior music majors,
revealed in Lisa Donneson a good deal of
improvement over last year's Postlude, a
performer whose mastery of the music is
good, and whose command of her audience
is very nearly absolute.
the drama more than made up for his few
shortcomings. His unconventional methods
alternately soothed and challenged the
audience. And, in the theater, that is the rub.
Indeed, Mr. Cowan received able
assistance on all fronts. The technical work
was (if I may borrow an adjective from
Lawrence Shannon) fantastic. Cyndi
Hawkins' set design was magnificent. The
contrast created between the Costa Verde's
shoddy exterior and ethereal interior was
uncanny: it helped to give the play both a
body and a soul. Stephen Flom's talented
lighting direction served to enhance this
effect while highlighting and underscoring
the dramatic action.
Furthermore, the acting was excellent.
Brian McEleney's portrayal of Lawrence
Shannon was near-perfect. Mr. McEJeney's
dramatic intensity moved the audience to
feel the tension, the bravado, and the
loneliness bound up within the tempestuous
soul of this man. Similarly, Mercy Cook was
quite good as Hannah Jelkes. Her per-
formance was controlled, taut, and tasteful:
she brought forth the half-full, half-empty
quality of Hannah with great aplomb. Susan
Ellman's Maxine seemed to contain a little
too much of Maggie the Cat: however,
though her drawl was at times tedious, her
earthiness and sensuality came across
adequately. Finally, special mention should
be made of Busty Hicks' Nonno. Seldom
have I seen such a sympathetic portrayal of
an aging man. Mr. Hicks captured both the
wistfulness and the pitifulness inherent in a
venerable mind gone slightly off-kilter.
The supporting cast was also fine. Carol
Livingstone was highly amusing as the not-
so-jolly-good Fellowes. As Charlotte, Susan
Egbert did a nice imitation of Ann-Margaret
in her "Kitten with a Whip" phase. Jim
Pratzon was a convincingly mean and
greasy Jake Latta. Greg Murphy's Hank
would have pleased Ralph Kramden.
FinaEy, as the servant boys, John Lebeaux
and Robert Silverman added a spritely and
necessary touch of comic relief to the
proceedings.
All in all, I have never before spent such a
pleasant night with an iguana. I simply wish
that more people would have been there to
enjoy it with me.
Study Abroad
Students who plan to study in Great Britain
for the academic year 1974-75 should start their
planning now to avoid disappointment.
Information on accredited study at the
Universities of Edinburgh, Lancaster, London,
Southampton, Surrey and Wales is now
available through the Center for International
Programs, Beaver College/Franklin and
Marshall College, Glenside, Pa. 19038.
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Maxine (Susan Ellman, 74) and Lawrence Shannon (Brien McEleney, '74) in Tennessee Williams' NIGHT OF THE




For those who like classical music and are
willing to listen to obscure composers, here
is some terrific news. Kitchen Records* a
recently created record label, has put out
several three record sets of relatively
unknown 19th century composers., at the low
price of $6.57. At least one of them is well
worth the money, ZENO'S PARADOXES by
Zackor Grisbinyazkii, as performed by the
Scranton City Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Joseph Collin Brockoff, with
guest soloist Bella Boobaehelli.
Zackor Grisbinyazkii, the Rumanian, was
not only a composer but a philosopher and
astronomer as well. One of the philisophical
problems he was interested in was Zeno's
paradoxes, several paradoxes which
seemingly show the impossibility of motion.
Grisbinyazkii was fascinated by these
paradoxes, which he accepted as valid.
Therefore he wrote three symphonies, in
which he attempted to show motion as an
illusion. In a sense this was the first concept
piece, an attempt to put a philisophic
problem to music.
The first record is taken up by the longest
piece, "Achilles and The Tortoise". The
paradox that this refers to, shows that if
Achilles, the fastest of humans, gives a
tortoise a head start, he can never catch up,
though he gets closer and closer. The
symphony is an exceptional attempt at this
seemingly impossible task that Zackor set
out to accomplish,
Near the beginning the two themes,
Achilles and the tortoise, are introduced.
Achilles is quick and darts all over the oc-
tave, while the tortoise is slow and choppy,
consisting of just four notes. The tortoise
theme is developed early, and then the
Achilles theme jumps in and takes up the
hopeless task of catching the tortoise. This
theme is played on the violin by Bella
Boobachelli, and she puts a real life to this
frantic and hopeless theme. The two themes
come closer as Achilles puts on a surge, but
then Grisbinyazkii abruptly changes the
music, and the listener's view point is
enlarged. Achilles is as far away as ever,
and the tortoise plods on: C, D, B, flat, and
G, C, G, D, and B f l a t . . . It would be wor-
thwhile to read up on the paradoxes before
listening to this symphony, for
Grisbinyazkii's superb work can only be
fully grasped with an understanding of the
paradoxes. Not only is the feeling of the
paradox included in this work, but it is
beautiful in its own right.
Unfortunately, Grisbinyazkii seems to
have used all his inspiration in this first
work, for the next two, The Stadium and The
Arrow, just don't move me. They seem to go
nowhere and get bogged down in the attempt
to fit music to the paradoxes. Had they been
of the quality of Achilles and The Tortoise,-
Zackor would certainly have gained more
fame.
Side six of the set contains Grisbinyazkii's
Three Palendromes for piano, harp, and
violin. These were the most popular pieces
of Zackor's time in Rumania, but it was
short lived. They are light and pleasant, but
seem to be shallow.
Over all the three record set is worth
buying for Achilles and The Tortoise, as well
as a bang up job by Bella Boobachelli. The
production is good, but not great. The first
piece is fantastic, and the others are nice but
not great. It is a good purchase {or the
music, and to keep Kitchen Records in
business, for they are the only company with
the guts to record obscure composers. For
additional information on Zeno's paradoxes
see A Profile Of Mathematical Logic by












DELUXE STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM.
•Ferr i te& Ferrite Heads
•Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
•Tape Select Switch
• 3-Digit Tape Counter
• Straight Line Record Level Controls
• Peak Limiter Monitor
• Muc h More
Brought to you by
SUPERSCOPE
YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM.. .YOU'LL ALSO DIG
THE PRICE!
••:;-v...:;";:\yie.cah'i: say enough about the EPI 100% but saying "enough" ; V . isn't• w-'.
you have to listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPI 100'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S are easily driven by
the Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only . 2 % .
Completing the system is a BSR McDonald 51 OX automatic turntable with synchronous
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 . . . Enough said?
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Program Lacked Cohesiveness
By Jill Silverman
Last Wednesday night the Washington
Room was the setting for the dance
department's bi-annual performance as six
student choreographers and artist in
residence, Wendy Perron presented new
works. Whether the choice of the
Washington Room was due to conflicts for
theatre space or merely a new and different
location for dance, the informal en-
vironment of a make-shift dance area
surrounded by light trees and audience
provided an informal intimacy that set the
tone for the evening. All of the pieces were
performed by the choreographers, except
for the last work Forest, which was
choreographed by Wendy Perron and
performed by six students.
Roots, Limbs and Leaves, was a lyric
mood piece choreographed by Adrien Mally '
'76. Ms. Mally has a beautiful quality that
transformed her movement into a soft
naturalism. One highlight that charac-
terized the tone of Root.. . was the simple
gesture of blowing the fist of her hand open
and watching the fingers open and close
with her breath. s
Mary Jo Matel's '74 Jerry Moe and
Barbara Bernardo's Awakenings were not
as easily deciphered. Jerry Moe opened with
angular leg movements as the dancer
writhed geometrically on the floor opening
and closing her knees. Was this birth? The
piece fell apart as she stood up, un-
fortunately. All of the interesting con-
tortions were lost to the long lanky physical
form prancing about, occasionally
screeching. A still moment of repose passed
memorably as Ms. Matel exhaled loudly
while lowering both arms from above her
head but this quickly gave way to a
tantrum.
Awakenings was an offhanded melange of
movement patterns that culminated in
abrupt unexpected changes of level, tone
and direction. The piece seemed void of
content with the exception of the interesting
transitions.
Peaches and Creamrolling by Cheryl
Hahn '74 and Gina Zarrilli broke the
lethargic level with an equally off-handed,
gestural approach to movement. The piece
seemed naturally divided into three parts.
The first proceeded in silence with the two
dancers carrying out pattern with swiveling
hips, a turn of the arm, a turn of the head,
more hip, then a turn. There was no facial
expression, no eye contact either between
dancers and audience, or between dancer
and dancer. One of the pair left the duo and
moved further behind the other on the floor
space, the patterns continued to develop in
thin air, little source or resting place
seemed visible. With clicking sounds made
by the dancers they met upstage center and
for the first time performed defined
movements together, movement with a
definite center of verticality and origin—
balletic in tone, but this vanished as quickly
as it had come into being. The dancers had
traveled further away from the audience.
Their next sequence was to run around the
space in a big circle, one dancer trying to
block and run into the other. After the direct
eye contact the previous defined movement
pattern had with the audience, here the
dancers seemed to be playing games with
each other, laughing and breaking the
otherwise expressionless gaze they had
previously worn. Here their smiles created
an instant intimacy.
Strains of Bach entered the area and their
intimacy broke again into a cool, off-handed
Vespers is Disappointing
By Melissa Maier
The annual Festival of Lessons and Carols
is always a delight to the eye and ear. The
chapel is illumined by candles, and filled
with the sound of the traditional carols. The
familiar passages in the Bible dealing with
the Christmas story are read by various
members of the, college community. It is a
tradition that is most lovely and charming.
It is, perhaps, somewhat out of line to
apply the "conservatory standards" so
vigorously advocated in this College's music
department to this religious service. But the
Festival of Lessons and Carols attracts
every year a great number of outsiders to its
two performances, and is judged by them as
an accurate reflection of the quality of
musical life at Trinity. By these standards,
then, the Choir, under the direction of
Jonathan Reilly^ seemed under-rehearsed
on Sunday. There were, no doubt, ex-
tenuating circumstances—it was only a
month ago that the Magnificat was per-
formed here. Nonetheless, the fact remains
that the Choir, for the most part buried in its
music, conveyed a lack of assurance which
marred the effect of several of its numbers.
It would be wrong to imply that the per-
formance was uniformly poor. On the
contrary, the familiar Praetorius carol Lo,
How a Rose E'er Blooming, and Of the
Father's Heart Begotten were well
presented, and the Healy Willan Lo, in the
Time Appointed, with its fugato entrances
and climactic build-up, was the musical
highlight of the program. It is only when the
choir ventures into the medieval (Angelus
ad Virginem) or the modern (the four
Christmas motets of Poulenc) that the
texture becomes muddy, and the voices
strained. The Choir sings well when it sings
in the diatonic idiom with which it is most
familiar, and it sings best what it knows
best, by any standard, year after year.
gestural sequence. They once again came
close to each other physically but without
any of the direct results that close contact
will have on one's face. Their gestures and
moves took over and seemed to overwhelm
the stately lyric, emotional notes of the
Bach. The dancers went to all lengths and
were successful in moving on top of the
music, without crossing into the realm of the
musical reality.
The movement ended and the third part
began with the allegro movement of the
Bach concerto. The dancers began to
frantically react to the pace of the music
and to each other and one sensed a sigh of
relief that they were giving in to a natural
reaction. One of the dancers went leaping
around in a circle—something that seemed
long overdue but still inconsistent with the
stifled sense most of the choreography
possessed. Then suddenly the music stopped
and the piece was over. I wondered why it
had ended there.
The work was a major achievement for
both Ms. Hahn and Ms. Zarrilli but the in-
consistencies in tone and emotion seemed to
contribute to the general ambiguity of such
an unstructured piece. It raised various
questions: on an emotional level, what was
the role of the intentional ambiguity of
emotion? Why did the dancer seem to take a
casual attitude towards the dance itself?
When it seemed appropriate, the dancer
smiled and relaxed into a section falling into
the role of the detached mover. Detached in
an attitude towards life? Movement itself?
Is this attitude one that allows the
choreographer the luxury of manipulating
and detaching the audience? Do they expect
applause?
At tb^ end of Peaches and Creamrolling
my re.: ion was not the usual emotional
high one experiences when one enjoys a
work of art, but instead the strange feeling
of being the voyer, detached and in-
significant. Rather than sensing any sort of
unity there was a great feeling of disin-
tegration of disparate parts floating through
a strange space in a very haphazard
fashion.
Intermission followed with a strange
hugh, there was little activity among the
small number who had come to watch. Post
intermission blues set in. I Could Meet you
in the Southern Sahara by Phillis Roberts
and Rebound by Peggy Herzog was the only
student pieces in the second half. Though
very different in nature they failed to make
any lasting impression. Ms. Roberts'
walking tour of the dance space was ac-
companied by portions of glib satire which
supported the rest of the piece.
Forest.was performed by Ms. Bernardo,
Beth Ferro, Cheryl Hahn, Betsy Kellogg,
Phyllis Roberts, Gina Zarrilli. The piece
explored various arrangements of dancers
in the area, standing, moving, sitting, in
groups, in pairs. The movement once again
was a sequence of patterns with leg lifts,
arms, gestures, etc. Timing was an
essential element and one that could have
been improved upon. The dancers didn't
look comfortable with the movement, but
maybe that was part of the dance. Forest of
all the works blended movement with space
in strong periods of simultaneous patterns
that added a visual scope to this successful
piece.
One can react intellectually to dance, as
one might to any visual stimilus, but
emotionally the pieces Wednesday were
vague to the point of overt ambiguity and
consequently one is left with very little to
savor except the movement itself. And as
much as purism is the new aesthetic, there
is more to art than the mechanism of the
particular art itself. Dance is more than
movement; Dance is more than watching
people moving.
The students put a great deal of time and
effort into the works presented. This was
obvious. There was more substance to the
choreography than is characteristic of most
student pieces. But the overall tone was
uninspired and repetitious. The sequences of
gesture and movement were uninteresting
with predictable and sporatic patterns:
walks, stop, gesture, gesture, turn, nod,
jerk, walk, leg lifts. The works were un-
structured (which can be an effective
compositional method if there is a unifying
tone or emotion to pull together various
disparate elements). The dancing was
contrived, patterned and for the most part
overly intellectual. It appealed to those glib
intellectual realms we all give way to. The
evening though interesting, was
aesthetically low key, but a worthwhile
event nonetheless. It was one that would
have opened doors and provided new in-
sights into the art of dance for many more
students and faculty than saw fit to attend.
Hopefully more will fill the audience next
semester.
HSC Stages Shaw
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
Tom Rush played to a mellow and receptive crowd in the Washington Room
Friday night in the last of four concert series sponsored by The Mather Hall
Board of Governors.
By Ron Blitz
For their second production of the season,
the Hartford Stage Company is offering a
delightful romp through one of George
Bernard Shaw's lesser works entitled
"Getting Married". The play is not as
saccharine-sweet and hopelessly outdated
as its title might indicate. Though written by
Shaw in 1907, it presents us with a sur-
prisingly contemporary view of that
timeless marital institution,
In the course of the evening, twelve
characters debate the pros and cons of the
state of marriage in a wittily amusing,
though sometimes overly-wordy Shavian
talk-fest. Such ideas as bigamy, annulment
of the union when one of the partners
publicly humiliates the other, and the right
of a woman to bear a child without the un-
bearable constraints of matrimony are
bandied about. The couples and couples-to-
be attempt to haggle out a marriage con-
tract that would leave all perfectly satisfied
before a befuddled bishop who finds their
contrary ideas somewhat difficult to
assimilate. The idea of such a liberated
agreement is eventually abandoned in favor
of the more conventional for-better - or-for -
worse beliefs. All the wrongs are righted,
the quarreling lovers are reconciled, and the
evening concludes rather merrily.
This all makes for an amusing evening,
particularly if you go for Shaw's brand of
philosophical humor. The production,
though, was far more noteworthy than the
play itself. If the whole evening involved
sitting and staring at the set, I would cer-
tainly feel thatit was an evening well spent.
It is hard to imagine a better depiction of an
English castle in the tiny confines of the
Hartford Stage Company's playing area.
Marjorie Kellogg's simulated wood and
stone setting perfectly captured the desired
atmosphere of grandeur and beauty. The
lighting created by Larry Crimmins was
equally effective, as were Jane Green-
wood's properly dignified costumes. The
white of the women's outfits, contrasted to
the blacks of the men's always kept the
sexual battle in focus.
All thirteen members of the cast per-
formed with fine professional polish. They
demonstrated a gift for ensemble playing
and tongues which were particularly nimble
and well-suited for the play's sharp
dialogue. Outstanding were Virginia Payne
as a somewhat stuffy and well-stuffed
society matron, Myra Carter as hef spinster
sister, Lesbia, and John Leighfon as a
pompous but warm-hearted military gen-
tleman. Also turning in fine performances
were Richard Pilcher, Angela Wood, Henry
Thomas, and Russell Nype,
Douglas Seale's direction was generally
firm and' tight, only lagging in the last
twenty minutes of the production, when my
interest in the proceedings was at a
minimum. But it is quite a job to get
cohesive performances out of ten in-
dividuals who might be meandering around
the stage at any given moment. The
groupings seemed casual but were expertly
arranged as were the carefully orchestrated
reactions of the ensemble.
In short, an amusing and worthwhile
production by the Hartford Stage Company
of a play whose attitude toward marriage
i could best be summed up by the line, "It's a
mistake to get married . . . but it's a bigger
mistake not to."
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Postludes is Flamboyant
By Connie Shuck
Wednesday, December 5th, Postludes
presented "An Evening of French Piano
Music" for piano 4 hands. Rochelle
Homelson and Donald Charlamb chose^
pieces from the works of Gabriel Faure'
(1845-1924), Erik Satie (1866-1925), and
Claude Debussy (1862-1918), All are
jminiatures which charmingly evoke the
everyday scenes cited by their titles—all
except for Satie's Three Pieces in the Form
of a Pear whose, flamboyant and humorous
dynamic alternations bring to earth through
laughter an otherwise abstract subject. All
reflected the clarity and delicacy or
refinement of expression which we
Americans are told is "the French sen-
sibility."
At any performance, the hoped-for
achievement of the performer and audience
is rapport between the two. The pianists
Wednesday night had an additional channel
of communication to establish, and main-
tain—that between themselves. Their music
had to sound as one person playing, not two.
The many lines of communication involved
in performing chamber music are what
make it so much fun to participate in.
Wednesday's postlude was a pleasure to me,
to other listeners, and to the pianists
because of the success of these life-lines and
the excitement of feeling them develop.
In the opening piece, Debussy's "En
Bateau" (Boating) from Petit Suite, the two
parts were together metrically but not
always fcalanced. In forte or risoluto sec-
tions, one part sometimes stood out brittly
from the other causing a lop-sided sound.
This over-assertion was a small flaw which
was absent from the remaining pieces. The
piece was otherwise well-articulated.
Having established a sense of ensemble in
this piece, the pianists were able to bring off
cleanly and saucily the satirical mood in
Satie's piece, Trois morceaux en forme de
poire(Three Pieces in the Form of a Pear).
Harshly dissonant fortissimo chords were
juxtaposed to quiet lyrical melodies, or a
model scale wandered like an absent-
minded eccentric. Charlamb sang out with
the bass melodies elegantly, and. the
audience began to be taken into the per-
formers' mood.
The last pieces on the program were three
from Faure's Dolly, a suite of six pieces
dedicated to, Debussy's step-daughter.
Between these pieces, one could hear a pin
drop, while during them the audience was
either quietly attentive or giggling at some
playful turn of the music. Their renditions
were delightful. Especially remarkable was
their demonstration of the rhythmical
character of these pieces, which were at one
time orchestrated and used for a ballet. So.
subtle was the playing of "Berceuse"
(Lullaby) that it was only near the end that I
realized that the gentle rocking rhythm had
me in a reverie.
In "Jardin de Dolly" (Dolly's Garden),
again I noticed the fine support and eloquent
bass melodies rendered by Chariamb and
the lovely tone that Homelson could elicit
from the instrument in her range. "Pas
Espanol" (Spanish Dance-step) had an
irresistible beat and was gay enough to
make all present smile during and after the
piece.
Considering the quality of the per-
formance there was only one thing to be
sorry for: that so few people were present.
Homelson has developed remarkably in the
past year, having grown in poise and
musical understanding. Charlamb is a
talented Hartt student whom we've not had
the opportunity to hear before. This
cooperative esperience is a precedent that I
hope will be expanded upon in the future.
'Outer space9
To the editor:
Contrary to rumors to the contrary, I have no in-
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Mann Elected
New Tripod Editor
The Tripod staff elected Lindsay
Mann, '76, editor last Sunday following
the resignation of Doug Sanderson,'74.
Sanderson, who was editor for a
semester, will remain on the staff as co-
sports editor.
Mann said she plans to provide the
Tripod with a new visual impact. Besides
the visual change, she said the Tripod
will have more features, news analyses,
and Inside magazines.
The Tripod staff also elected Ron Blitz,
'76, assistant arts editor, and Jon
Goodwin, '77, Inside magazine manager.
The new copy editors will be Mark
Hendrickson, '77, and Kim Jonas, '76.
The rest of the editorial board will
remain the same: Jim Cobbs, '76, news
editor; Jenifer Frank, '74, arts editor;
Pete Taussig, '75, sports editor; Mildred
Caraballo, '76, advertising manager;
Scott Morris, '77, circulation manager;
and Matt Moloshok, "74, copy editor.
Mann has served on the Tripod
editorial board for three semesters.
News editor during her freshman year,
she served as managing editor this fall.
She has studied journalistic writing with
Dirk Kuyk, assistant professor, of
English, and has worked on a wejekly
newspaper outside of Chicago, Illinois.
In an interview, Mann said she ex-
pected to contact professional journalists
to ask for their suggestions concerning
the writing style and lay-out of the
Tripod. "Hopefully, they can give us (the
editorial board) some ideas for format
change and new writing techniques,"
said Mann. She said she will also
examine other college papers to see if
they suggest any changes.
Mann said she would like to run a
"think-tank" at the beginning of next
semester. "In this way, the editorial
board can take time to determine what
they want the Tripod to be, " said Mann.
This "think-tank" will also be a
workshop in which new staff members
can be taught the essentials of writing for
a newspaper, Mann added. "If this
'think-tank' is run, any member of the
College community may participate; we
need any and all suggestions," she said.
' Internally, Mann said she expects to
rewrite the Tripod constitution, and
redefine the editors' duties and
responsibilities. "None of this is written,
and it should be," she stressed. •
"We continue to welcome any new staff
members in any department ox in any
capacity," Mann stressed. The paper is
always in need of manpower, she added.
The Tripod wishes to thank Lois
Kimmelman, '73.5 for her long and
dedicated service in copy-editing, said
Mann. "I just don't know what we would
have done without her!" she added.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
STUDENTS WELCOME
3 & 4 rooms, heat and hot water
included $120-$140 rent per month.
Farmington Ave. area. 678-0566, 521-
2919, 521-0267.
D & D PACKAGE STORE
417 New Britain Avenue
serving Trinity Students for 4 generations
Complete line of wines & spirits
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Letters to the Editor
'sensationalism9
To the editors:
The December 4th issue of Inside
Magazine is not "an observation" of this
year's freshman class, but an exploitation of
them and of their attitudes. Has someone on
your staff been taking lessons from the
editors of the New York Daily News?
I realize from my personal experience of
working on a newspaper the difficulty of
making material as dry as sociological
statistics interesting and palatable to the
reading public; however, in this case, the
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sationalism mocks what undoubtedly were
the freshmen's expressions of sincere and
personal attitudes. Whether intentionally or
not, the magazine supplement does not offer
an impartial observation of the members of
the class of 1977; rather, through its con-
coction of pictures and choice of emphasized
text, it characterizes them and judges them
(e.g. "They may not know what they're
going to do with their lives, but they're
damn sure they're going to be well paid for
it") .
If I were a freshman, I would resent being
characterized and judged as such; since I
am not a freshman, I merely object to being
subjected to a sensationalism which I think
is unnecessary to interesting Trinity
students and faculty in information




Inter mural Basketball competition
v/ill start after Christmas vacation.
Team rosters must be submitted to
Don Viering by December 21.
To the Editor:
Greg Potter's letter of last week charging
the Trinity Review with elitism raises some
interesting possibilities. Its' thrust, that the
Review is elitist, is short-sighted.
"The Trinity Review is synomous with
elite and snob", he writes, then goes on to
assert that the elite worked to get there. His
second observation is more to the point. The
staff of the Review are not chosen because
they are friends of the editor. They are
chosen because a) they are good writers b)
they are good critics c) they are willing to
give time to the basically tedious job of
putting out a magazine. Those works in the
Review written by staff members are not in
the magazine because we all just adore to
see ourselves in print, but because staff
members are by and large on the staff
precisely because they write well.
Greg's next point is to equate exposure
and improvement, (i.e., publish in the
Review and your work improves), I question
the validity of this point, but even if it were
true, the Review' Society has been
resurrected precisely for the purpose of
exposure. Because of funding, the Review
itself is limited to two issues yearly.
Realizing this limitation, we re-instituted a
system of open readings where everyone is
invited and anyone can read. The readings
are designed so that the writer can receive
on-the-spot feedback, something missing,
incidentally, from a published magazine.
The idea behind publishing more literary
magazines is a good one. I feel, however,
that dividing publication by classes is
slightly sophmoric, and that, while Greg's
idea of friendly rivalry on the football field
may have its place, the real base on which a
college publication stands or falls is the
willingness of its staff to work hard on
details and organization. A good football
team does not necessarily put together a
good literary magazine.
Greg advances the idea that class com-
petition would "create goals for the writers
to work towards." I don't feel that writing is
truly a team sport. And if I understand him
correctly, it is exactly this competition he
deplores in his first paragraph when he
complains that an elite is running the show.
It's not Greg's ideas for improvement that
I disagree with, it's the ways he presents of
implementing these improvements, and the
reasons he advances for needing im-
provements. The Review is not elitist in the
sense he represents.
I doubt that class competition and football
games will help writers to learn that the
long process of learning craft is what gets




Once upon a time the only
long distance bargain
was when he called you.
When you had to think about the cost, the waiting and
hoping got pretty nerve wracking sometimes. But now
you can save on long distance just by dialing without
operator assistance. For instance, a three-minute
direct dialed call to Chicago is only 65e
(low evening rate—5 to 11 pm).
Dial it direct and save.
How GM is responding
to the energy problem.
Over a year ago, we asked our
plant engineers to establish an energy
conservation program to cut waste,
improve utilization and generally
increase the effective use of our
energy resources.
In our plants we're instituting
programs to salvage oil and other
combustible materials that were
once thought to be waste materials
of the manufacturing process. Then
we're using those former waste mate-
rials tofireboilers in some plants and
in others we're cleaning the oil and
selling it to local power generating
stations. It's a method that has been
tried and tested. It works. It's even
economical.
A system developed by General
Motors engineers for "scrubbing" the
sulfur dioxide out of coal smoke is
moving at an accelerated pace. As
the technology is proved out, we're
making it available to anyone who
can use it. There are large deposits
of coal in the United States that will
become immediate substitutes for oil
when we can make sulfur-bearing
coal an environmentally acceptable
fuel.
We are working toward improv-
ing the gas mileage in the cars we
design andbuild. Wind tunnel experi-
ments, weight reduction programs
and major programs for the develop-
ment of more efficient engines are
all being pushed ahead.
And we are preparing ourselves
to satisfy any increased future con-
sumer demand for smaller, more
energy-efficient engines and cars.
Properly utilized, mass transpor-
tation systems are also highly effi-
cient users of energy. GM is engaged
in major research and product devel-
opment programs to improve bus
transportation, the most flexible,
easiest and quickest to implement of
mass transportation systems. Those
programs include the design ofbuses,
' new methods for the efficient opera-
tion of buses onreservedor exclusive
lanes into and through downtown
areas or central business districts,
and the automated control of rubber-
tired transit vehicles on speciab
guideways. Long range plans for
mass transportation developed by
GM were displayed in Washington
atTranspo72.
In addition to building standard
rail commuter diesel electfomotives,
we have initiated efforts to produce
locomotives powered only by elec-
tricity. GM, over many years, has
done creative research which
has been utilized "by government
agencies and transit operators in
improving public transit. As urban
transportation systems are designed
and approved by the various levels
of government, GM will be ready to
build the hardware.
Energy can also be conserved
by the more efficient use of the cars
and trucks now on the road. It is in
everyone's interest to get maximum
gas mileage by maintaining cars and
trucks in good order, avoidir g exces-
sive speeds and quick starts, and by
sharing the ride whenever conve-
nientand practical. For instance, driv-
ing at 50 mph rather than at 70 mph
could increase gas mileage by about
20%. We are taking steps to remind
our customers of these good driving
practices.
GM is determined to do its full
share in the resolution of the energy
problem.
We also pledge our complete
support for all reasonable govern-
ment efforts to increase available






SHABBAT DINNER and services this Friday
in Hamlin Hall, at 5:30. Please get meal ticket
numbers to Ralph Stone (box 345) or Donna
Epstein (box l l l l o r t h e Hillel House (527-3151,
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Footballs p h o n e 247-9905
Wooden Ships/Inner Spaces presents "THE
XMAS NITE FOLK BATH" at Columbia Music
Hall, West Hartford, December 25, at 8 p.m.
Appearing will be: "Gene McMillan", "Misty
Mourning", " I rma" , "Roger Gandelman",
"Cindy Schultz," & "Marken the Mime."
Ticket info: 525-8988, 549-0659,236-3358; tickets-
$3.50. (Sponsored by Volunteers, Inc.)
DRIVE OUR CARS FREE.








Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493




23 New Britain Ave.
247-2214
BEER • WINES - LIQUORS
STUDENT I.D.'s REQUIRED GOOD PLAIN SERVICE
TRIANGLE FOODS
351 Washington Street
(Corner of Vernon and Washington Streets)
We're offering a 10% discount to all Trinity students and
faculty presenting an I.D. Card. No discounts given on beer
or tobacco. Full service grocery store with delivery ser-
/ice.
FRESH CUT COLD CUTS - HOMEMADE SALADS
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Hours: Mon., Tues./ Wed., - 9-6




Dian Cleaners located next door
347 Washington Street
They also offer a 10% discount on all drycleariing. I.D.'s
must be presented with dry-cleaning.
The Trinity College Christian Fellowship
invites the student body to attend a multi-
media slide show called IN TOUCH. It will be
held Thursday night, December 13th at 7:30 in
the auditorium of the Life Science Center. IN
TOUCH is an audio-visual expression of
religious renewal in the lives of all different
kinds of people. It shares their authentic
personal experience of knowing, and following
God through the use of four slide projectors, a
myriad of provocative slides, and a stereo
sound track. The slide show wili last for 30
minutes followed by a question and answer
period.
On Wednesday, December 12, at7 p.m., there
will be an open meeting of ConnPlRG in the
Senate Room for all those interested. Reports
will be made on the status of the phone survey,
the bank loan inquiry, and the toy safety
project. If you would like to participate in any
of these projects, or wish to suggest new ideas,
we would welcome your participation.
Seniors!
The Greater Hartford Chamber of Com-
merce will sponser their Annual Careers
Conference for college seniors and returning
veterans who are looking for [obs with greater
Hartford companies on December 24, 27 and 28.
In the past, many students from Trinity have
attended.
The conference will be in Gengras Center
University of Hartford. On December 26 there
wil l be advance registration and interview
schedualing from 9 to 5. On the 27 and 28 there
will be regular registration and interviews
from 9 to 4.
If you have any further questions contact
Paula Robbins, Director of Career Counseling
and a member of the Publicity Committee of
the Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce
Career Conference.
Vital Meeting!
VITAL MEETING for anyone who feels that
Hillel should offer programming on campus
next semester. Please be at Alumni Lounge in
Mather Hall tomorrow (Wed--after classes are
done) at 5:00. To be discussed: New officers,
Kosher Kitchen, Free University, etc.
Jewish Living
Rabbi Rosenbaum's class will be held Wed,
night at 7:30 at the Hillel House. "Con-
temporary Jewish L i v i ng " ; a seminar-
discussion.












No Brag, Just F a c t . . .
Best Dressed Beer in Town
Kitchen Closes at 10:30 p.m.
Open: 9 ajn. to 1 a.m. everyday except Sunday
I.D.'s ARE REQUIRED
Across the street from campus
217 New Britain Avenue
549-6575
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COLOK
The ACAPULCO • E3721L Super sharp! Big-
screen! Compact! Brilliant 16" diagonal portable
Chromacolor; Deluxe two-tone cabinet in Beige
with contrasting Dark .Brown front. High-
Performance Chassis. Super Video Range Tuning




The NOVARA • Model E680W Features 20
watts peak power. FM/AM/Stereo FM tuner.
Digilite automatic tuning scale selector. Stereo
indicator light. Two Plus Two Matrix. 8-track
tape cartridge player. Allegro 1000 speaker sys-
tems. Grained Walnut color cabinet.
Black vS. White
The PALOMAR - E2050W • Zenith 100%
Solid-State Chassis. Grained Kashmir Walnut
color. Solid-State Custom Video Range Tuning
System. Synchromatic 70-position UHF Channel
Selector. 20,000 Volts of Picture Power. Zenith
Power Transformer. 4" Round Speaker. Tele-
scoping Antenna.
B&W
The VOYAGER - El335 • Colorful Compacts
feature Instant Picture & Sound. Zenith Quality
Chassis includes Solid-State Custom Video Range
Tuning System, plus Solid-State Modules for
3-Stage I.F., Video and Sound. Zenith Royalty
Crest Tubes. Telescoping Antenna. Choose from
a rainbow of 6 bright colors.
Warehouse Showroom
now opened up for
students. Come price
Zenith whole line of
quality products, many










Mon., Tues., Wed., Fit: 9-6
Thursday: 9-9
Saturday: 9-4
STUDENT OR FACULTY I.D. REQUIRED FOR ADMITTANCE
Bruno . . .
Phil Meister was our next represen-
tative at 142 lbs. The UConn surge con-
tinued as Meister came up on the short
end of a 14-1 decision.
150 lb. Joe Calabro was the following
man to stroll onto the mat for Trin. The
match was well wrestled and easily the
most exciting tilt up to that point. With a
3rd period escape Calabro cut the deficit
to 4-2. With just over a minute to go in the
match Calabro tried a desperation
takedown, but he was countered as his
UConn opponent held on for a 7-2 win.
Highly recruited 158 lb. Gil Childers
lived up to his billing as he came up with
a 2nd period reversal to surge into the
early lead. Moments later, however, he
reversed on a beautifully executed
"switch" and then his Huskie adversary
put the clamps on for the pin. This left the
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ff you have a basketball Jones,
this could be the object of your af-
fection. While most of our
Basketeers are not emotionally
involved with their basketballs, they
nonetheless have used the above
spheroid to garner some degree of
favorable inkage. See story, p. 12,
from pg. 12
match score 31-6 with UConn in complete
control.
It was now Trin's turn to do some mat
wiping as Bob Friedman quickly took
command of the situation with a 1st
period takedown. The 2nd and 3rd
periods saw each man escape for a point
as the match ended with a 3-1 Trin vic-
tory. John White followed in the 177 lb.
class, but his foe was up to the task as the
Huskie matman came away with an 8-0
win. Big Mike O'Hare barely was able to
work up a sweat in his 190 lb. contest.
O'Hare came out with vengeance as he
disposed of his victim with a takedown
and pin in the first minute of the match.
"Heavy" Jeff Lee remained undefeated
and unscored upon for the season as he
garnered his victory by means of a
forfeit.
The Trin Matmen have two more home
matches before Christmas against
Wesleyan on Tuesday at 3:00 P.M. and
WPI on Thursday at 7:00 P.M. If you
want to scream, yell, swear, or holler
come on down and support your local
wrestler.
Ski Aspen
The Student Ski Association has put
together a seven day (and night) package
for the first full week in January — January
5 through 12, that includes lodging in eight of
Aspen's best inns, continental breakfasts
lift tickets for six days, parties, free beer
and wine, movies, dancing. . .the works!
For reservations or more information on
the Great Ski Move II or on transportation
write: Great Ski Move II, SSA, 2529 Gross
Pointe Rd.,Evanston, 111. 60201, or call 312-
869-6199, if you live in the Midwest or West
Eastern skiers should contact the SSA office
at 531 Main St., Amherst, Mass., 01002, Tel








and the Rossignol Shop
and the K-2 Shop
and the Volkl Shop
and the Olin Shop
and the fecnus Shop
and the Koflach Shop
and the IMordica Shop
and the Rosemount Shop
and the White Stag Shop
and the Gerry Shop
and the Icelandic Shop
and the Skyr Shop
and the Fusalp Shop
and the Spinnerin Shop
and the C.B. Sports Shop
and the Profile Shop
and the Slalom Shop
and the Duofold Shop
and the Scott-USA Shop
Outfitters to Sportsmen since 1887
672 Farmington Ave.
West Hartford
By Farkled Fin of Fate
The Trinity Swimming Team of 1973-1974
opened their current season last Wednesday
against a powerful team from R.P.I. The
team was out to avenge an 80-20 loss from
the year before.
With a sparse, but enthusiastic crowd in
attendance, the Fish set up for their first
race of the season at Ferris Pool. The 400
yard medley relay team of Ted Stehle,
Jimmy Bradt, Walt Stewart and Ed "Carp"
Carpenter finished a close second to R.P.I.'s
foursome of aquamen.
The 1000 yard freestyle, a gruelling race if
there ever was one, was next on the agenda
as Trin swimmers Jim Devery and Bob
Greenwalt set out to challenge the R.P.I,
men. The race was won by the opposition,
but Devery hung in there for a solid second
place in a time of 11:57. The next two races
were also freestyle races with Dave Teich-
mann just getting touched out in the 200 by a
matter of tenths of a second for a second
place and with Steve Cecil and the Carp
finishing in a dead heat finish with the R.P.L
men, the visitors receiving the winning nod.
In the 200 individual medley (fly, back,
breat, free) Walt Stewart flew to a second
place in a time of 2:21.6, a fine time for this
time of year. Sophomore Barbara Clark
closed out the first half of the meet with a
fine performance in the required diving.
Upon resumption of the meet, Devery and
Bob Meyer (the Bridgeport Bomber) took on
the monster 200 butterfly. Devery hung in
till the last only to lose in the last 50. The
Bomber, swimming the race for the first
time in his career, seems to have found the
race just right for his multitalented array of
coordinated efforts.
The 100 freestyle was another thriller as
the Fish were jilted by another referee's
decision in favor of R.P.I, as there was once
again a dead heat finish involving Cecil and
the Carp. Not to be denied, senior and
captain Stehle stroked home to a 2:18 vic-
tory in the 200 backstroke. The second
distance event, the 500 free, saw Devery and
Teichmann battle against the premier
distance man from R.P.I, with Teichmann
stroking along with his competition until the
last 50 yards in which he lost by tenths of a
second in 5:36. Freshman splasher Jim
Bradt started his attack on the school's
breaststroke records by claiming a 2:32,6 in
the 200 breaststroke.
Diver Barbara Clark pulled out another
fine diving performance in the optional
dives to capture a third. The 400 yard free
relay team of Stehle, Stewart, the Carp and
Teichmann, resting up during the diving,
swam a hard race only to lose yet another
race by merely tenths of a second in a time
of 3:39. The final score was 67-46, a fine
performance considering last year's score.
the fact that the divers went without a board
until the day before the meet and the fact
that freestylers Cecil and Teichmann were
recovering from early season injuries.
On Saturday the team traveled to the town
of Medford, Mass., for a meet with the
aquamen of Tufts University. This was only
after a 30-minute delay during which Coach
Slaughter had to awaken Gene Shen from
his restful slumber on Washington Street
and after the bus had to pick him up at his
doorstep. Gene wins this week's Punctuality
Award.
The meet was highlighted by fine per-
formances on the part of divers Barbara




optional diving 1-2. Senior Ted Stehle was a
double winner as he swept both the 200
freestyle and the 200 backstroke in 1:59.8
and 2:18 respectively. Steve Cecil took "a*
first in the 100 free with a time of; 54.6 and a
third in the 50 free. Dave Teichmann stroked
to a first in the 500 free in 5:44.9, after
having been whumped in the 1000 free for a
third place. Jim Bradt took a second place in
the 200 breast as he lowered his frosh record
in that event by .5 of a second. He also split a
1:07.1 in his 100 during the 400 yardmedley
relay for an unofficial breaking of the frosh
record in the 100 breast. Jim Devery and
Walt Stewart added second places in the 200
fly and 2001.M. respectively and Gene Shen
and Ro Williams added thirds in the 200
breast and 200 I.M. respectively.
The diving duo of Barbara and Betse gave
us the 1-2 sweep in the optional diving and
this, combined with the second half victories
we scored, brought us from a first half 35-8
deficit to a 60-44 deficit. The 400 free relay
team of Stehle, the Carp, Cecil and Teich-
mann were psyched for. a win as they
smashed the Tufts quartet in a time of 3:36.
The final score was thus a 60-51 defeat, but it
was a meet which could very easily have
been won by either side as there were some
very close races. Tomorrow the team takes
on fee finmen of Amherst in the final home
meet of the year before the Christmas
break. Come down to Ferris and check out
your fabulous flying Fish.
E
NEED BREAD?? STOP BEEFING!!
HELP OTHERS BEEF AT EMERSONS
Why not work in a dynamite place where pay is great
and fringe benefits are reajly terrific?!
EMERSONS, Ltd. is it! We're the " I N " place for the
Hungry Generation. Business is fantastic, so we need lots
of help and we need it now!!
Come right over and apply in person for any of the














u n l i m i t e d s t e a k d i n n e r s
Windsor
29 Windsor Avenue




The Basketbants played two more games
last week, raising their record to 3-1 with
victories over Amherst 88-60 and MIT 96-64.
Both wins were keyed by a high-powered,
balanced offense that now averages 90
points per game.
Against Amherst at Ferris, before a
discouragingly small crowd of 160, Trinity
blew out to leads of 17-4 and 23-8 in the first
quarter. Capitalizing on 15 first-half tur-
novers by the Lord Jeffs, the home team
eventually constructed a 41-27 half-time
lead.
Othar Burks' offensive performance (15 of
his 25 points) and Bo Pickard's all-around
play gave the Bants their first-half ad-
vantage. In the second half, Bill Fenkel
came out shooting as the Bants scored the
first eight points of the half. Leading 49-27
with 18 minutes left, the Bants coasted
home.
Saturday nite in Cambridge the Bantams
had difficulty getting started. They were
moving the ball poorly for most of the first
half, but MIT had problems of their own.
Two of their best men were injured, and Bo
Pickard did a fine job on MIT's big man,
Campbell Lange. Though Lange scored 15
points in the half, his shooting percentage
was poor.
As far as the Engineers were concerned,
things got much worse in the second half.
Late in the first half the Bants had finally
begun to click, expanding a 33-29 lead to 43-
33 at halftime. In the second half Trinity
Nichols, Worcester on Short End
kept on going. Burks, Fenkel, Wayne,
Sokolosky, all of whom scored in double
figures for the game, and Jim Sumler
contributed as the Bants quickly pulled
away. •
In both games, Coach Robie Shults began
to put in his reserves early in the fourth
quarter. In both games, the reserves
demonstrated the kind of depth Trinity's
hoopmen have this year by expanding the
lead,
Wednesday nite, they expanded the lead
from 16 with six minutes left to the final 28-
point margin. Saturday they increased it
from 24 to 32.
In the final stretch against MIT, in fact,
backup center Steve Williams scored 11
points including 5 - for - 5 from the field.
Other high men in that game were
Sokolosky with 17, Fenkel with 15, Burks
with 14 and Nat Williams with 13. Fenkel
also had 11 of Trinity's 57 rebounds, an
impressive total.
In addition to Burks' 25 points, in the
Amherst game, Fenkel, Pickard and Nat
Williams each scored 16. The team shot an
excellent 49%.
Reporter ramblings—Could be, probably
is, best Trinity team since i've been here
(four years) . . . Fan support should be
forthcoming . . . Defense still a question
mark, team- has played only one strong
opponent, Central Connecticut, Tho they lost
to Blue Devils (91-87), was first game of
season . . . Last games before break are
tough: Brandeis at Waltham Tuesday at 8,
Queens College here Saturday at 3 in the
afternoon... After vacation comes an away
game at Maine (Orono), then the Charger
Tourney at New Haven on Jan. 18-20 . . .
Maybe that'll make them 8-1 by Jan. 2 1 . . .
600 fans at Halloween scrimmage, where































































































































































leers Victorious in Two Thrillers
By Murray Peterson
Jim Lenahan and Jono Frank were the
men of distinction last week as their late
goals provided the winning margins against
Nichols, 7-6, and Worcester State, &4.:'
Last Wednesday, Nichols was offered up
for its second slaughter in a row, having
been destroyed by Wesleyan two nights
earlier, 11-2. The Bantams, though, being
the gracious hosts they are, not only kept
them alive, but also kicking as well. To put it
bluntly, the Bants stunk out the joint against
a mediocre, at best, opponent, being con-
tinually betrayed by defensive miscues and
little backchecking by the forwards,
, The game was played under fairly bizarre ,
circumstances and this was reflected in the '
tempo of the play. The ice was very soft and
a fog that this writer only thought existed off
the coast of Maine shrouded the rink,
causing numerous breaks to let it settle.
There was no excuse as the owner, who will
remain nameless and adjectiveless, wasn't
interested in turning on the fans or the brine
(which keeps the ice surface cold).
The result of all this was that the Bantams
just couldn't get started, and played down to
the level of their 'varsity' opponents, a thing
that they are occasionally prone to do. Jim
Lenahan saved them from going one step
beyond, scoring with under three minutes
left in an unforseen overtime session.
Trinity did grab a 2-0 lead with half the
opening period gone as Lenahan converted a
Mark Cleary rebound and then Cleary
scored himself, stealing from a defenseman
trying to cover up and ramming it past a
startled Nichols goaltender, who later
became inspired when his team fought back.
Nichols got one back toward the end of the
period on a 3 on 2 break, having plenty of
time to make their play as a result of no
backchecking by Trinity.
They also scored the only tally of the
middle period, as the best factor in their
offense, their well-disciplined power play,
came through to tie the count at two.
The Bantams apparently came out of
shock during the second intermission. In the
first nine minutes of the third, and un-
believably not final, period, their first line
pumped home four goals in a variety of
ways.
Jono Frank initiated the barrage, slap-
ping in a Pete Taussig rebound off the post.
George Finkenstaedt was next as he picked
up a loose puck 20 feet out and found the
upper left corner on a power play. Taussig
provided the 'icing' (or so it appeared) as he
stole the puck from a defenseman behind the
net, walked out in front and rammed in a
backhander. A minute later he took a per-
fect lead pass from Frank on a shorthanded
situation, went in alone and finished off the
prettiest play of the night with a backhand
deke.
Although a few people packed up their
liquid diets and headed home as the game
was already two and a half hours old and
nad started more than a half hour late, the
contest was not over.
Nichols took the same amount of time to
score four goals as Trinity had, as the Bants
could not clear it out of their own zone.
Constant forechecking and hustle netted the
visitors four 'garbage' goals, (but they
count on the Scoreboard) culminating in the
tying tally with just one second left on the
Scoreboard.
The overtime produced more fog and
opportunities for both teams, but for the
first time in three years, Trinity was the
lamplighter in an overtime contest as
Lenahan finished off a good play from 20
feet out which was the result of a hustling
effort by Cleary. The three hours of sheer
hell were over,
Saturday night saw the Bantams invade
the Worcester Arena, and despite being
outshot for the second time in a row, come
away with a hard fought victory lea Dy
Frank's hat trick.
Rick Gliesman got Worcester going,
scoring goals a minute apart at the midpoint
of the opening stanza.
The Bantams took advantage of a flock of
Worcester penalties to tie the score at two as
Frank sunk a 20 footer from the slot and
Taussig tipped home a Mark Henderson
drive from the blue line, both on power
plays.
They received credit for two more scores
in the middle period as Nick Brady was
credited with one that was cleared into the
net by a State defenseman, and Cleary
deftly deflected the other home with his
skate after fanning with his stick.
Once again the third period was a disaster
area around the Trinity net, and only some
spectacular goaltending by Tim Ghriskey
saved the win.
Joe Murphy decreased the margin to one
before the final stanza was a minute old, but
Frank got that a minute later on a 50 foot
cannon.
Curt Degon again narrowed the gap to one
as he put one in from a scramble in front.
The final ten minutes was hectic, and the
one goal lead looked very small when the •
Bantams came up with fairly stupid
penalties. The first two came
simultaneously, but a gutsy job by Frank,
Henderson, and Lenahan killed it off.
With just over two minutes left, the
Bantams chalked up the clincher. State
pulled their goalie, had a 6 on 4 advantage
and came very close to tieing it up. Frank,
though, stole the puck from their defen-
seman and put the game out of reach,
sliding his third goal of the night in from
center ice.
The Bants played at New Haven last night
and host Springfield tomorrow night at 7:30
at Glastonbury, their last game, before
vacation.
4 Game Statistics




























































































Photo by David Levin
Rich Huoppi, junior defenseman for the icemen, lets fly from center ice
againsNichols. Wop's defensive play has been very solid so far and his two
years of experience have helped mold a young backline unit into a force to be
reckoned with this season.
Wrestling
Bows
By Allan Stark .. st
Trinity's wrestling team made its w
home appearance ever againstu
last Thursday. The Huskie grappa
defeated the Bantams 34-21 ini ^
proved to be a disappointing aeoui
our Matmen. . A ,aie jn
118 lb. Dave Rosen was P " ^ 6-0
the first period to give UConn an eaw
advantage. Both teams were void at
126 lb. class so Steve Kayman tooK
mat for the Bantams in the 134 ID. ^
Unfortunately Kayman also Di:«« ^
in the opening stanza which widened
Huskie margin to 18-6-
